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The current-voltage characteristics of n+ poly-Si/Si02/p-Si tunnel structures containing nano-scale filaments embedded in ultra-thin oxide layers are analyzed using
a 3D quantum mechanical scattering calculation. We find that the filaments act as
highly efficient localized conduction paths and can lead to dramatic increases in current densities. By using progressively larger filaments, we can reproduce a range of
stressed-induced behavior found in experimental current-voltage characteristics, including quasi-breakdown and breakdown. We also find that at below flat-band, the
current densities in structure with long filaments are greatly enhanced by resonant
tunneling through states identified as quantum dots, and that this current enhancement is highly temperature dependent.
1. Introduction
It is well known that constant current or voltage stressing of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures in the
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling regime leads to quasi-breakdown
or breakdown in ultra-thin oxides characterized by dramatic
increases in leakage currents. Based on experimental observations, several groups have proposed the formation of oxideembedded filaments as a model for breakdown.[1]-[3] In particular, based on experimental studies of interfacial strains, Hirose aiid co-workers proposed the existence of localized coiiduction filaments extending for no more than 3 iim from the
SiOz/Si interface into the oxide layer. In this work, we analyze the reverse-bias current-voltage characteristics of MOS
tunnel structures containing filaments embedded in ultra-thin
oxide layers using 3D quantum mechanical scattering calculations.

2. Model
We analyze the reverse gate bias current-voltage characteristics of n+ poly-Si/SiOz/p-Si tunnel structures containing
oxide layers embedded with iiano-scale filaments. To compute
transmission coefficients for these structures, we use the openboundary planar supercell stack method (OPSSM)[S] which
solves quantum mechanical scattering problems exactly for 3D
geometries described by planar supercell stacks. We then cal-

culate current densities using the Tsu-Esaki formulation. [6] In
our model the ploy-Si conduction band edge is at E,” = 0,
and the Fermi level at ,Tif = 0.1 eV. The ii+ poly-Si/SiO2
interface barrier height is taken as aB = 3.25 eV,[1] aiid
the SiOz/p-Si conduction band offset 3.29 eV.[7] The p-Si
Fermi level is set at 0.88 eV below E:z. Thus a gate bias of
b k ~= -0.92 V is required to bring the oxide into flat-band
condition. The effective masses of the n+ poly-Si, SiOz, and
p-Si are taken to be 1.0 mo,0.35 mol and0.9 mo, respectively.
For simplicity, we assume flat-band conditions in poly-Si and
p-Si.
We consider a set of structures with 4.5 nm thick oxides, embedded with cylindrical filaments 1.55 iiin in diaineter. Note that the filament we are using in this work are much
smaller in cross section than those used in the work of Hirose
et al.[11 The filaments account for approxiinately 2.5% of our
computational domain in cross-sectional area, aiid extend from
the SiOzlSi interface into the oxide layer with cylinder heights
of h = 0.8, 1.5, and 3.0 nm. A fourth, “undamaged’ (h = 0)
structure is also included for comparison. Because the nature
of the filaineiitary material is not well known, we choose to
fill the cylinders with silicon for simplicity. We stress that
this scheme is only a convenient way to represent barrier embedded lower potential regions which can be characterize by
some transverse and lateral dimensions. This does not nec-
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Figure 1: Calculated current density-voltage curves for a set of
nf poly-Si/SiOp/p-Si tunnel structures with oxide-embedded
cylindrical nano-scale filaments of varying heights ( h ) . At
high negative gate bias, the J-V curves for structures with
shorter filaments converge, while that for the long-filament
structure ( h = 3 nm) shows much higher current density; these
features are reminiscent of pre-breakdown and breakdown behavior observed experimentally. At very low negative gate bias
(less than lV), the it = 3 nm structure J-V characteristics
also shows strong temperature dependence; this is the result
of resonant tunneling through electro-statically confined quantum dot states.
essarily mean that the oxide layer is literally embedded with
silicon filaments, although there has been some experimental
evidence identifying breakdown spots in oxides as crystallized
silicon.@]

3. Results
Fig. 1 shows the J-V curves for these structures calculated
at 300K and 77K. We note that in general, current densities increase dramatically with filament length 1%. However, cui~ent
densities for structures with shorter filaments (11 = 0.8 and 1.5
nm)converge with that for the undamaged ( h = 0) structure
in the low and high bias limits. This behavior can be understood in terms of lateral localization of transmitting state wave
functions in tlie nano-filaments.
We quantify the degree of lateral localization by defining
the filament transmission fraction for a transmitting state as the
sum of probability density over the filament sites, divided by
the total probability density in the filament containing layers.
Fig. 2(a) shows filament transmission fractions as a function of
applied bias for tunneling states with incident energy equal to
E:' (being representative of current-coiitributiiig states). The
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Figure 2 (a) Filament transmission fraction as a function ot
gate bias calculated from transmitting state wave functions for
electrons with incident ,energy E = E!*. (b) Electron deBroglie wavelength (A,) as a function of excess energy ( A E )
of a coherently tunneling:electron upon reaching the p-Si electrode. Insets illustrate band diagrams in the direct and FowlerNordheirn tunneling regimes.

filaments oiily occupy 2.5% of the cross-sectional area, and in
all cases, the fractions greatly exceed that value. The large filament transmission fractions clearly point to localized conduction. The initial rise in the transmission fraction curves can be
understood by examining the behavior of tunneling electrons
near the ISiO;?/p-Siinterface where the filaments are anchored.
Fig. 2(b) shows that as tunneling electron energy relative to
the p-Si side increases with Ilk 1, a corresponding decrease
in tlie electron deBroglie: wavelength A, occurs. A smaller A,
makes it easier for an electron to find its way into the relatively
iiarrow fi.laments. This translates to stronger lateral confinement, and is responsible for the initial rise found in Fig. 2(a).
Direct examination of tunneling state wave functions (Fig. 3 )
reveals that tlie filaments act as highly efficient localized conduction paths. Confinement remains strong until the device is
biased into the Fowler-Nordheim regime (Ilk1 > 1V), where
it weakens significantly for the shorter filaments. This is because in- the Fowler-Nordheim regime the trailing edge of the
oxide does not act as a confining barrier since its band edge is
biased below the energy of the tunneling electron, as illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 2(b).
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Figure 3: The wave function of a tunneling state represented as a white isosurfaces of constant probability densities. A cross-section of the metal(1ight blue)-oxide(red)semiconductor(b1ue) structure containing the nano-filament is
shown siinultaneously for reference. Note the localization of
the tunneling state wave function in the nano-filament in the
center of the picture.

We can now explain Fig. 1. At biases just above flat-band
voltage (- lV), A, of a typical tunneling electron is larger
than the filament diameter. Thus electrons are only weakly localized, and cannot take full advantage of filamentary conduction paths. Therefore current densities do not depend strongly
on filament length (we will discuss the exceptional case of
h = 3nm below.). Further into the direct tunneling regime,
A, decreases, and electrons now can be highly localized in the
filaments. Since the oxide barrier in front of a longer filament
is thinner, current densities show exponential increase with filament length. In the Fowler-Nordheim regime the tunneling
properties are primarily determined by the leading edge of the
oxide barrier. Thus the h = 0.8 and 1.5 nm structures, with
their (short) filaments located near the trailing interface, show
current densities which converge with that of the undamaged
(11 = 0) structure at high bias. The filaments in the h = 3.0
nin structure extend sufficiently close to the leading edge of the
tunnel barrier so that the excess cuneiit density persists even
at higher biases.
The exception to our explanations above is the behavior of the 300K J-V curve for the 11 = 3.0 inn structure at
lower biases ([\I,( < [\’FBI),
where the current densities are
aiioinalously high due to resonant tunneling through quantum
dot states. Fig. 4 shows a low bias band diagram. Since
<
the band edge is actually higher 011 the p-Si
side. Because the oxide contains Si filaments, we have also
drawn in the band edge of Si. Note however that the band
edge seen by an electron in the Si filament is not the bulk Si
band edge since the filament really should be thought of as a
truncated quantum wire. Therefore the additional energy due
to lateral quantization must be taken into consideration. We
have schematically indicated this in the figure as the “Si QWire Ec.” This then gives us in the third (perpendicular) direction a double barrier potential, which, along with the filameiit

Figure 4: Schematic band diagram for an ii+ poIy-Si/Si02/pSi tunnel structure with embedded nano-filaments at low bias
(IL’Gl

< Il’FBI).

walls, form a JD quantum dol potential. The wave fuiiction
of such a quantum dot is shown in Fig 5. Resonant tuniieliiig
through quantum dot states greatly enhance transmission probability in this regime. However, this effect is highly temperature dependent since resonanccs must be above the p-Si band
edge to carry current, and only electrons with energy many
k ~ T ’ above
s
the chemical potential in the incoming electrode
can take advantage of them. This accounts for the low bias
temperature dependence of the h = 3.0 nm structure.
To study the dependence on the fractional gate area occupation, we kept the same filament geometry as before, but
decrease filament density by a factor of four. We find that except for short filaments under high biases (Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling currents are determined by the leading edge of the
tunnel barrier; short filaments only play a minor role.), current
density scales remarkably well with filament density, indicating that the filaments are highly efficient localized conduction
paths. We have also examined a case where we fixed the fractional gate area occupied by filaments, but varied the filament
diameter. Fig. 6 shows that for a given filament height, the current densities become approximately independent of d for l Lb I
exceeding 2 5 to 3.5 volts (higher for longer filaments) This
is because as A, in the filament becomes significantly smaller
than d under Sufficiently high biases, transmssion amplitude
becomes proportional to filament cross-sectional area coverage. Below these biases, however, current densities typically
show sizable iiicrease with d. In the case of d = 3.10 nm, the
J-V curves for various filament length 11 no longer converge at
low biases.

4. Summary
We analyze the reverse-b ias current-voltage characteristics of MOS tunnel structures containing nano-scale filaments
embedded in ultra-thin oxide layers using 3D quantum inechanical scattering calculation:;. We model the nano-filaments
using cylinders which can be conveniently characterized by
their heights (11.) and diameters (d). Scaling studies and direct
examination of tunneling state wave functions (Fig. 3 ) show
that the filainents act as highly efficient localized conduction
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Figure 5: A transmitting resonant tunneling state wave func-v, (volt)
tion showing a quantum dot trapped at the tip of a cylindrically
filament. The trapping is in part due to the electrostatic potential found for reversed gate bias lower than flat-band voltage. Figure 6: Calculated current density-voltage curves for a set of
n+ poly-Si/SiO2/p-Si tunnel structures with oxide-embedded
cylindrical nano-filaments of various diameters (d)and heights
paths which can lead to dramatic increases in current densi- (11). Note that the larger diameter (d = 1.55 nm) data set
ties. By using different filament sizes, we can produce simu- shows separation of J-V curves at low reverse gate bias, while
lated current-voltage characteristics which bear strong qualita- the small diameter data set does not.
tively resemblance to those observed experimentally for quasibreakdown and breakdownl3, 41 cases. We find that stress- References
induced behavior at low biases and high biases, respectively,
are best simulated using cylinders with progressively larger di- [ 11 M. Hirose, J. L. Alay, T. Yoshida and S. Miyazaki, in The Physics
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tial current density increases may be obtained at both low and
high biases. We also find that under very low reverse gate [3] A. Halimaoui, 0.Biiere, and G . Gl~baudo,Micruelecrrunic Engineering Vol. 36, 157(1997).
bias (below flat-band), current densities in structure with long
filaments are greatly enhanced by resonant tunneling through [4] M. Depas, T. Nigam, and M. M. Heyns. lEEE Transactions 011
states identified as electro-statically localized quantum dots
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ature dependent (Fig. 1).
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